
 

Role in School Improvement (Paper A) 
 

 

Governors Core Function Impact of Governor Involvement – what improvements have been secured to pupil outcomes, behaviour and 

safety, leadership and management? 

Setting the vision and strategic 

direction of school 

How do governors ensure that school 

leaders provide high quality 

education for all? 

Do all pupils receive a broad and 

ambitious curriculum offer?  

Does the coverage and breadth of 

the school’s curriculum allow pupils 

to achieve at least the national 

expectations in preparation for the 

next stage of education? How do 

governors ensure that the vision and 

curriculum is ambitious and inclusive 

and has all vulnerable pupils including 

disadvantaged, and SEND at the 

heart of learning? 

Do governors know which groups of 

pupils are vulnerable in school and at 

risk from underperforming? 

What actions do governors take to 

monitor the quality of learning for 

vulnerable pupils? 

10 official notes of visits have been completed since February where the vision, aims and values were always 

noted upon.  Upon visits to the school and through TEAMs meeting with children disadvantaged and SEND 

pupils have been part of monitoring.  Through regular SEND meetings with link Governor and SENDCO 

governors are assured of the good practice continuing with the SEND children in line with the local offer.   

Feedback to Governors  

Modern Foreign Languages  

Link Governor joined for French lesson drop ins in KS2 to see how French is now being taught using the Primary 

Languages network to support teachers.  The French subject leader explained the structure of the lessons and 

how widgets are used to support with the writing of French. French subject leader shared progression 

document.  Pupils were spoke to and looked at books as part of the learning walk.  

 

Pupils are writing sentences in French.  There is a clear progression document in place.  Pupils are 

enjoying French lessons and happy to speak, in French, to visitors.  Books are well presented.  The 

Primary language network is giving teachers more confidence when teaching French as it uses a native 

speaker.  Widgets are being used effectively to support children when writing and there are 

opportunities to talk to partners in French.  Pupils are keen to learn French and engaged in lessons. 

Children are confidently writing and having conversations in French.  Lessons give the children 

opportunities to recap what they had learnt previously.    

Josie Vaughan, Link Governor for French  
 

Read, Write, Inc 

There is evident positivity and a confidence in the staff delivering the engaging lessons which shows that they 

have been highly effectively trained, monitored, and supported to achieve this in a relatively short time. 

Accessible, well-organised and plentiful resources ensure that staff have the required books, lesson plans and 

cards to deliver high quality teaching. 



Do vulnerable pupils attainment at 

least in line with all pupils nationally? 

What does the attendance and 

behaviour data tell governors about 

your vulnerable pupils? 

How are governors regularly 

monitoring the attainment of 

disadvantaged pupils compared to 

their peers and evaluating: 

The impact of PPG Funding 

How the school is engaging with the 

LA funded ‘RADY’ project – Raising 

Attainment for Disadvantaged 

Youngers.  

How do school leaders and governors 

promote a culture of high standards 

in behaviour and inclusivity? 

How are governors monitoring the 

workload and well-being of all staff, 

including the head teacher? 

 

All pupils observed were engaged in learning. There was a proper ‘buzz’ and pupils were proud to share their 

learning. Every area of the school was used effectively to support the vast number of groups. The identified 

Phonics areas across the Phases support consistency for all pupils who may have to move groups. 

Clear progress was seen in the books and observed in the phonics lessons (rapid paced). Assessment is rigorous 

and identifies quickly pupils requiring additional support (not left floundering) or also requiring more challenge. 

Rhonda Welsh, Link Governor for English including Phonics  

 

Early Years Foundation Stage 

With the school being an early adopter of the reforms of the new EYFS, I was interested in seeing how current 

provision was organised.  

EYFS lead showed me the physical settings, inside and outside, for the children and the different areas for 

different activities. I was satisfied that every aspect of EYFS learning would be covered by this provision 

although I did not get to see children active in every area.  

We looked at the record keeping currently being used to track each child’s Early Learning Goals. I found these 

to be thorough, informative, and very efficiently used. The whole EYFS team, along with contributions from 

parents, add to the profile and Lisa keeps herself up to date with every aspect of progress. Her approach is to 

be as comprehensive as possible so that the profiles are as accurate a picture as can be made for every child. 

On the whole, the EYFS department is well led, dedicated and provides a solid foundation for transition to Key 

Stage 1. 

Steve Lill, Link Governor for EYFS  

 

KS2 monitoring of SATs administration  

John James monitored the administration and procedures of the KS2 Mathematics Reasoning Paper 3 on 

Thursday 12th May 2022.  This included in observing: 

- the unlocking and signing for the unopened papers by Headteacher and Deputy Headteacher  

- the appropriate layout of the classroom which included walls covered and pupils on their own desk 

- the split grouping with some pupils in ICT suite whilst others were doing the test – these pupils do not 

come in contact until all have completed the tests 

- 100% Y6 pupils attended school the week of KS2 SATS 

- the handing out of the papers and Headteacher reading the instructions  

- the correct timings for the test being written on the whiteboard along with school name and DFE 

number  

- pupils carrying out the mathematics test 

 



 

 

Mathematics Deep Dive Note of Visit informed Governors:  

- Effective modelling in Year 4,5 and 6 which results in children who are clear about their learning when 

they set off to work.   

- Year 5 and 6 staff anticipated misconceptions and systematically addressed them when they arose.  

- Staff across the school are aware of National Curriculum requirements and as result plan well to cater 

for the needs of all ability groups. Effective grouping and planning for pitch and expectations. For 

example, this is seen in the good level of stretch for the more able and the precision and adaptations 

for the SEN children.  

- The level of stretch for the more able children in Year 2, 3 by the end of the lesson. 

- The way in which the children explain how their maths learning will help them in the future   

- The deployment of additional adults to ensure that they are scaffolding learning and teaching for all 

parts of the lesson. 

- All children enjoy maths  

- The teachers are all following the agreed calculation policy. 

- Children refer to the working walls in lessons and they are scaffolding their learning 

- Lessons move on well from fluency into problem solving and reasoning in a lesson and over time. 

- Focus on arithmetic across the school enabling the children to use knowledge of all 4 operations  

- Focus on working systematically throughout schools.  

- Teacher maths subject knowledge  

- Very positive adult / pupil relationships and good pupil attitudes to learning. This is resulting in children 

really enjoying their mathematics and being clear about how it will help them with future learning.   

- Increased access to fit for purpose models and images. Up to-date learning walls 

- The increased level of challenge for the HA as a result of problem solving and reasoning work being 

better integrated into lessons.  

- High quality learning environments 

- Good teacher subject knowledge  

- Effective leadership by Hayley and Wendy – Staff confirm effective CPD, a team approach and time 

taken to understand ‘why’ they have developed curriculum adaptations and subject specific pedagogies – 

they feel that they have ownership of what they do and why they do it. This is really powerful! 

Sally Noble – School Attached Advisor  

 

 



 

 

RADY Programme – Telford and Wrekin – RADY Advisor – Claire Killick informed Governors: 

 

- To what extent is the health and well-being of staff being affected by COVID-19? 

 

Last academic year the school successful achieved a Well-Being Award. Considerations of workload for all staff 

have been used to adapt practice to support staff well-being, without compromising school effectiveness.  

Visible presence from the HT and a consistent, supportive approach to learning walks and classroom monitoring 

is appreciated by staff. 

 

- How are you using additional resources, including the recovery premium, catch up monies and the 

national tutoring programme (if appropriate) to improve achievement of pupils and what is their 

impact so far on closing gaps and raising attainment?  

The National Tutoring Programme is demonstrating impact in reading, writing, maths and phonics for Year 2 and 

Year 6 pupils. This provision has been significantly funded by other areas of the school budget in order to 

provide for all of the children who will benefit the most from the NTP.  

 

- How have you identified gaps in knowledge, skills and understanding for pupils following the 

pandemic? How is their curriculum being adapted to close these gaps? Which areas of learning are 

being prioritised? (Reading, writing, maths etc.) 

End of term NFER assessments are used to support Teacher Assessments. Target Tracker is used as the 

school data inputting system – the data is then analysed by SLT in conjunction with class teachers. School keep 

oversight of whole school data for reading, writing maths and science: pupil premium and non-pupil premium 

data is analysed in depth. Pupil Progress meetings are used to discuss individual pupils and how they can be 

supported to meet aspirational targets. Intervention grids are created by teachers which identify which 

children require additional support in the form of groups and the difference that the planned interventions are 

intended to make. PP children as a group are analysed across school. There are no current ‘trends’ i.e PP 

children underperforming. 

 

Pupil Premium 

- How are you able to assess the current impact of your published Pupil Premium Strategy? How are 

governors regularly monitoring the attainment and progress of disadvantaged pupils compared to 



their peers and evaluating: the impact of PPG/Recovery Premium funding? Is there a link governor 

for disadvantaged pupils?  

Each governor committee has an action plan. The SDP and PP Strategy are closely linked and identify the 

priorities for the school with a focus on high quality teaching for all pupils. The link governor for PP is also the 

staff governor and a class teacher. Governors are visiting school on the 25th May to monitor the impact of the 

PP Strategy ‘in action’ through a learning walk with the HT. They are also going to review the impact of the NTP 

funding, followed by attending training with teaching staff focused on equity, learned helplessness and 

proportionality. 

 

- To what extent are you engaging with the Challenge Education (RADY) materials? What are you 

intending to do? Demonstrate any impact so far. Are these impact measures sufficiently 

ambitious? 

The Chair of Governors attended the RADY briefing In school, a renewed focus has been placed upon teachers 

knowing and understanding the contextual information for each family. PD Day time (25th April) will be 

dedicated to re-sharing PP lists and analysing numbers of PP/SEND etc. Discussion is planned to take place 

which will prompt reflection around equitable approaches to interventions e.g. What happens to PP children who 

are falling behind that aren’t accessing intervention groups?  

 

- How do curriculum leaders specifically consider disadvantaged pupils during monitoring and 

evaluation activities to determine the impact of actions taken? 

Pupil Voice activities are included in monitoring and evaluation cycles for subject leaders. A ‘deep dive’ approach 

is taken to triangulating the impact of the curriculum: talking to teachers and pupils, looking at books and 

samples of work, classroom visits with a focus. Post-pandemic, within the monitoring and evaluation cycle, 

subjects have been targeted: reading in Autumn Term (with a particular focus on Read, Write, Inc.); maths 

focus in Spring Term. This academic year, subject leaders have spent time with SLT and curriculum leaders to 

write intent, implementation and impact documentation. These documents have then been shared with staff and 

teaching staff have worked in teams to agree/write each element collaboratively. All subjects have been done 

and published. Summer term focus subjects will be: science, DT and Computing. 

 

- How is pupil voice demonstrating effective teaching and learning for disadvantaged pupils? Does it 

include a focus on academia as well as the wider aspects of school life? 

School are in the process of considering proportionality within wider elements of school life such as 

representation on pupil panels etc. Wellbeing Champions – 58% are PPG, School Council – 45% are PPG, Nurture 



Groups – 10 children y3-6 full time provision for most children with EHCPS 50% are PPG, Y2-4 group 82% PPG. 

These statistics demonstrate that PP children are well-represented on pupil panels. School are going to work to 

ensure that this is the case within attendance at clubs, residential trips and experiences such as presenting in 

assemblies etc. Telford and Wrekin Music Service is purchased for all children year 1 to year 6.  

Trips are subsidised heavily by school and parent contributions are generally very good.  

 

Claire Killick – Local Authority RADY Advisor  

 

Monitoring Cycle 

These include 

- Monitoring of PPG  

- Wellbeing Champion Pupil Voice  

- School Council Pupil Voice  

- Geography deep dive  

- DT deep dive  

- Computing deep dive  

- Guided Reading drop in Y3 & Y4 

- Spelling drop in Y5  

 

 

SDP 2021-22 

- SN and Governors to carry out the head teacher appraisal 

- Agreeing Statutory duties action plan for 2021/22 

- Developing the annual report to parents in the impact of the governing body – 2020/21 

- Code of Conduct to be shared to all Governors at the first meeting  

- Review action plans for each committee 

- Ensure that all Governors are aware of Inspection Education Framework requirements 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Governors are aware of attainment for all vulnerable groups which currently are below national attainment.  

This is an impact of COVID.  However, it is clear to see from data evidence, pupils books, discussions with 

teachers and discussions with pupils that the gap is closing. 

 

Agreeing policies/ procedures. 

Policies have been reviewed.  The school business manager and Headteacher meet every half term to ensure 

that policies are reviewed, taken to committees for approval, approved at FGB, shared with staff on the School 

Bus and placed on the website for parents or visitors to the school.  All policies have been signed for by the 

Chair or vice-chair of Governors during the academic year 2021-22.   

 

Governors have carried out 2 current action plans: Curriculum and Finance. This has ensured that Governors are 

more confident in their abilities to ask appropriate questions and effectively monitor the school.  

 

As part of the Wellbeing Award the school received Governors looked at the Wellbeing of the whole school 

community.  This included adapting our school vision to include the wellbeing of staff.  Workload for staff has 

been high on the agenda for the last 3 years.  

 

John James has been monitoring this for the last 2 years. Doing the well-being award has really helped to 

ensure that everyone’s wellbeing has been thought about.  

  

Holding the head teacher to 

account for the school’s  

educational performance 
How have school leaders ensured full 

attendance in school and positive 

attitudes to learning from all groups 

of pupils: 

o Attendance 

o PAs 

o Exclusions 

o Behaviour logs 

How have governors assured 

themselves that end of year teacher 

 

Governors have been kept up to date of regular attendance, exclusion and behaviour figures/information.  

School is in line with similar schools in Telford & Wrekin for attendance.  The Health & Safety Committee 

discuss these in more detail – see minutes of the H&S meeting.   

 

Governors have had the opportunity to discuss the use of the Catch-up funding to ensure that the right 

children are being targeted for the additional support.  The Catch-up funding plan is on the school website for 

parents to also see.  

 

Behaviour logs are shared at the Health & Safety committee meetings.  Pupil voice in relation to behaviour and 

safeguarding was recently taken by Governors Rachel Nash, Josie Vaughan, John James and Jane Tranter. 

 



assessment is accurate and that 

pupils are back on track?  

How have school leaders 

demonstrated the accuracy of 

assessment data? 

How do schools leaders assure 

governors that any curriculum 

modifications ensure that all pupils 

are back on track and continue to 

have a broad and balanced 

curriculum? 

Do governors receive regular 

feedback about how school leaders 

are effectively tackling gaps in 

learning?  

Are governors triangulating this with 

subject leaders monitoring, external 

monitoring and views of parents? 

What is the school doing to ensure 

there has been a secure transition 

for pupils following the pandemic? 

Both year to year and key stage to 

key stage. 

Understand how school is delivering 

the new RHE/RHSE curriculum. 

Ensure that school has published a 

Relationships and Health Education 

(RHE – Primary Phase) Relationships, 

Health and Sex Education (RHSE – 

Secondary Phase) policy and 

consulted with parents on this.  

Consider the diversity and needs of 

the community (in line with Equality 

Act 2010). 

 

The governors were invited to speak to a small number of children at William Reynolds Primary School who are 

‘Well-being Champions’ in reference to Safeguarding within the school. 

These are some of the statements that were given by the children to the governors: 

• I enjoy learning new things every day. 

• I want there to be a lesson like PE, but for the mind instead of the body. 

• If I see someone being bullied, I will go straight to an adult and tell them. 

• If I see somebody that is hurt or injured, I will make sure they are taken to first aid. 

• If a game is not being played fairly or causes fallouts on the playground the Teachers and Teaching 

Assistant who are there will stop the game immediately so no one else is hurt or argues. 

• Misbehaviour stops our learning but only for a few minutes because the Teachers and Teaching 

Assistants make sure the poor behaviour is dealt with very quickly.  

• I would like more PHSE Lessons. 

• I would like more opportunities for imaginative writing. 

• We have decided that a calm bench in the eco garden would be good for calming children down when 

they are feeling anxious, this is because the eco garden is a nice, calm place next to nature.  

Rachel Nash – Parent Governor 

 

Transition meetings have begun to take place between the Y6 teachers and Secondary schools.  The schools are 

hopeful to have transition days the week of 4th July.  At William Reynolds, transition morning with be on 5th 

July.  Our new reception starter parents, will receive an email welcoming them to the school and signpost to the 

website with more information for the reception intake.  Lisa Lloyd, phase leader, will invite parents and their 

child into school (after school) for a visit to see the environment and meet their teacher and classroom in the 

second half of the summer term.   
 

 

Website 

The website provides a wealth of information to current and prospective parents, stakeholders, Ofsted and the 

local community. The website is interactive and enables users to obtain further information if required.  A 

great example of this are the ‘How to… A Parents Guide’ videos on Read Write Inc, parents are able to see how 

the lessons are delivered practically and can adopt some of the language and teaching styles to use at home. 

Lauren Dawkins, Staff Governor  



Ensuring financial resources are 

well spent 

 
Have all spending decisions been 

made in line with the schools scheme 

of delegation? 

 

How governors are assured of the 

impact of the ‘catch up’ funding in all 

year groups? 

Spending was linked to catch-up 

priorities  

There was transparency in the way 

that decisions were made in how 

funding is spent  

 

Have governors monitored the 

impact of PPG spending to support 

the learning of disadvantaged pupils. 

Is the spending ensuring that pupils 

continue to be able to catch-up and 

meet their end of year targets? 

 

Have governors reviewed the impact 

of lost income relating directly to 

the pandemic.  

 

 

All decisions have been made with the school’s scheme of delegation.  There have been discussions with the 

Governors about the KS1 hall floor being replaced – this will hopefully take place over the summer holiday.   

 

Governors were invited in to take part in a morning of PPG monitoring: 

 

 
 

 

 



Governor observations: 

 

Challenge 1 (Pupils are prepared for Year 1)    

• Parental engagement is good - home-school relations via Family Learning and Leaflets explaining RWI and 

Reading for pleasure. 

• Solid curriculum due to being a Early Adopter School’ 

• Expected levels of development are at 76% which is the same as pre covid levels indicating that children 

are making outstanding progress. 

 

Challenge 2 – (Current attainment gap is closed for PPG children by the end of Year 6) 

• Progression documents show progress in subject areas and break down skills. 

• Lessons in books show clear sequence of progression. 

• Assessment indicated which children need intervention, and tuition.  

 

• Challenge 3 – Support is in place for children to make good progress in school. 

• Teachers are aware of the PPG children or SEND children within their class in order to support their 

needs. 

• Intervention programmes support groups who need to make accelerated progress. 

• Nurture groups ensure that children who are unable to access curriculum in class, or who have SEMH 

needs which prevent them from working in a whole class environment are supported. They are then able 

to follow a tailored curriculum.  

 

• Challenge 4 – Attendance in line with national and reduction of Persistent Absentees. 

• Discussed attendance procedure for absence children daily and learned how this was followed up to 

ensure safety of pupils. 

• Understood how Persistence Offenders are categorised and how the EWO provides administration 

support and visits to families who need to improve.  

• Understood how a Covid Adjustment to attendance figures means that our current Persistent 

Offenders percentage is 15.72 % which is broadly in line with other similar schools. 

 

• Challenge 5 – All pupils are able to attend educational visits. 

• School provides subsidies to ensure that visits are affordable and all pupils can attend. 

• School have paid for onsite visitors this year so that all pupils can access cross curricular learning. 

• Year 5 Arthog Outreach is paid for by school, to ensure that all children experience outdoor education.  



• Year 6 children experienced outdoor education via a subsidized residential trip.  

 

Impact on teaching/learning:  

• Due to systems in place PPG and Non-PPG children have similar outcomes at the end of their Key Stages. 

• High expectations are evident in the quality of workbooks reviewed. 

• Children are confident in explaining their learning to adults. 

 

How has this informed me? 

I am now confident that standards have been maintained in school regardless of Covid. 

 

Caroline Langham, Steve Lill, John James & Lauren Dawkins – Governors  

 

 

The finance committee have agreed the budget for the next year and received a budget statement (see finance 

committee meeting minutes).  Discussions took place that we still have the single status money of £142,014 and 

decisions remained to not spend this money.   

 

As part of the Finance action plan Joanne Shephard (Deputy Headteacher) and Steve Lill (Chair of Finance 

committee) attended the ‘Managing you school budget course led by the Local Authority.  This consolidated the 

work completed with the Benchmarking in the previous year.  

 

 

Safeguarding 

Inspection will explore: 
 

How do governors know that there is 

a safeguarding culture in school that 

facilitates effective arrangements 

to: identify pupils who may need 

early help or who are at risk of 

neglect, abuse, grooming or 

exploitation; help pupils reduce their 

risk of harm by securing the support 

they need, or referring them in a 

timely way to those who have the 

Jane Tranter (Safeguarding Link Governor) met with Joanne Shephard (Designated Teacher) to discuss 

Safeguarding within the school.   

Area of Focus from the School Development Plan  

Safeguarding 

 

Through a case study, I was able to see our safeguarding systems in operation.  I saw how concerns were raised 

by members of staff and how these were responded to and actioned. 

I viewed record keeping on CPOMS which included original copies of concern forms, letters and records of 

conversations with child, parents, staff and agencies. 

I was able to see how concerns were escalated by DSLs and the time frames in which actions were taken. 

 

Key points raised: 



expertise to help; and manage safer 

recruitment and allegations about 

adults who may be a risk to pupils? 

 

How do governors ensure that the 

school fulfils its statutory duties? 

 

How do governors know that the 

school correctly logs, reviews, 

analyses all its data relating to 

bullying, racism and homophobic 

incidents, and takes appropriate 

action? This includes reporting on 

IRIS. 

 

How do governors monitor sexual 

abuse in school? This includes 

reviewing data of sexual violence and 

sexual harassment incidents, 

understanding pupil and staff voice 

on the management of sexual abuse 

and ensuring there is a well-planned 

curriculum as part of a preventative 

approach. 
 

• Robust systems are in place that meet the safeguarding standards from KCSIE document and are well 

embedded in practice. 

• I was pleased to see that concerns were followed up in a timely fashion. 

• The case study demonstrated that concerns are taken seriously, and that provision is put in place to 

support a child when concerns are beginning to build a bigger picture of potential safeguarding needs. 

• It was clearly demonstrated that when concerns escalated, staff behaved not only in a professional 

manner but with compassion and in a way that ensured the overall safety of the child concerned. 

Strengths arising 

• The deeply embedded principles of safeguarding amongst all staff 

• The professionalism of all DSLs in school 

• Robust record keeping which ensures safeguarding needs are not missed 

• Concerns actioned are done so in a timely manner and followed up 

• Clear referrals to agencies when safeguarding thresholds are met 

Impact on teaching/learning: 

• Safeguarding in school helps to support development of pupils 

• Children needs are respected, and they feel safe in school which helps support their learning 

Jane Tranter – Chair & Safeguarding Governor 

 

Jane Tranter (Safeguarding Link Governor) met with Joanne Shephard (Designated Teacher) to discuss Looked 

After Children (LAC) and Personal Educational Plans (PEPs). 

Area of Focus from the School Development Plan  

Review, embed and deliver an ambitious curriculum designed to give pupils the knowledge, skills development and 

cultural capital they need to be successful in life  

Ensure that emotional well-being and mental health is at the heart of the school’s aspirations 

To continue to develop provision for vulnerable learners 

To offer provisions and interventions that match the needs of our pupils and to ensure they make progress 

Strengthen the role of Governors 

 

Key Points raised: 

• Different Authorities have different PEP layouts so it takes a while to get head around.  Currently 

dealing with 4 Las – TAW, Wolverhampton, Sandwell, Neath/Port Talbot 



• PEPs are generally Rag Rated to help ensure continuity of provision – quality control 

• Most authorities ask for termly review 

• SDQs – Strength and Difficulties Questionnaire used to inform PEP 

• Each PEP has section for pupil voice  

• TAW interventions are costed and have long, medium- and short-term targets 

• Contributions made by pupil, Lead teacher for LAC from school (currently JS) in conjunction with class 

teacher Social worker, carers and Virtual School Rep(TAW) 

• TAW PEPs are straight forward and can be done online.  Also include cultural capital as well as 

educational targets 

 

Strengths 

• Telford & Wrekin look in depth at PEP giving good quality control.  School is usually green rag rated 

• Carers communicate well with school 

• Funding is generally costed and monitored by school as well as the LAs. 

• LAC lead copes well with differing systems and paperwork demanded by different local authorities 

• LAC – pupils are making good progress and are happy in school. 

Impact on teaching/learning: 

Pupils are making good progress. 

• They are happy in school and know that their needs are reviewed on a regular basis.  They are 

encouraged to take part in out of school activities, including those offered by school.  This means they 

are developing as a whole person and have a knowledge of their own value and purpose in the world     

    

Jane Tranter – Chair & Safeguarding Governor 

 

 

Completed the Section 157 / 175 Audit and sent to the LA with Action Plan – Julie Marriott & Jane Tranter.   

There is a clear action plan generated from the audit. 

 

All staff have attended Child Protection training, PREVENT, manual handling and Fire Safety Awareness 

courses. 

 



Safeguarding is on every staff meeting agenda.  Safeguarding supervision has been added to every DSL 

meeting agenda.   

 

A supervision meeting for all teachers with the Headteacher is planned for the Summer term.  

 

Governors agree the Safeguarding & Child protection policy and many other Health & Safety policies before 

they are shared with staff.  They go through the Health & Safety committee first before appearing in the FGB 

meeting where any adaptations have been made.   

 

Headteacher includes safeguarding information in the Headteacher report.  This also includes any racist 

incidents so that Governors are fully informed.  Any racist incidents are logged termly on IRIS the local 

authority system. 

 

Teachers and Governors have been alerted to the new KCSIE 2022. 

 

 


